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Introduction:
This is a Minor Sign Review application with a Sign Program Amendment, requesting approval
to remove 4 signs and install 7 signs at 6770 McKinley Street. The current business, occupying
unit #140, is rebranding and the owner is looking to update their street frontage signage. In
June of 2016 an Administrative Permit was approved (2016-38) which permitted the installation
of two tenant blade signs and two wall signs for Sebastopol Kitchen and Table. The project
proposes to replace these existing signs with the newly rebranded company name; in addition
the applicant is looking to add one anchor tenant sign (permitted in the Master Sign Program,
with an amendment regarding location) and two awnings with lettering signage (currently not
permitted under The Barlow Master Sign Program). The external illumination permitted under
permit 2016-38 is no longer proposed to be used.
Project Description:
The project involves the installation of 4 replacement signs and the addition of one Anchor
Tenant sign and two awnings with letter signage for the recently rebranded Sebastopol Kitchen
& Table, now called The Barlow Supply Co. It is the hope of the applicant that the new signage
will help to define and enhance the storefront to better reflect the new brand and product
offerings. The proposed signage is consistent with the designated sign sizes for The Barlow’s
Master Sign Program, however, the Sign Program does not state a limit to the number of signs.
The proposed sign placement of the anchor tenant sign is not within the designated envelope
but instead places the sign where ½ of the sign will be visible from the southern frontage and
the other ½ will be visible from the eastern frontage. The applicant is looking to replace the
existing blade signs with newly rebranded blade signs, and replace the existing wall signs with
smaller, newly rebranded wall signs. In addition, the applicant is hoping to add two awnings
(one for each frontage) which will have letter signage, with each sign area measuring 5 square
feet. To summarize, the applicant is looking to add the following signage:
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1)
2)
3)
4)

Replace two wall signs (each at 3.2 square feet= 6.4 s.f.)
Replace two blade signs (each at 4.6 square feet= 9.2 s.f.)
One Anchor tenant sign at 37.6 square feet.
Two awning lettering signs (each at 5 square feet= 10 s.f.)

Environmental Review:
The project is categorically exempt from the requirements of CEQA pursuant to Section 15311,
Class 11, which exempts the installation of onsite signs.
The project is consistent with this categorical exemption in that it involves the installation of two
signs.
General Plan Consistency:
The General Plan Land Use Designation for the site is Light Industrial. The project does not
have any land use implications because it only involves the installation of signs for an existing
tenant located within the Barlow.
The project is subject to the following General Plan goal and policy:
Land Use Element


Policy 28: Rehabilitate Existing Commercial Buildings: Rehabilitate existing commercial
buildings and retrofit them to meet current market needs and code requirements.

The project is consistent with this General Plan goal and policy in that the installation of new
signs and awning which contribute to greater improvement efforts of an existing commercial
building located within The Barlow.
Sign Program Consistency:
The application is subject to the following provisions of The Barlow Master Sign Program.
The Master Sign Program allows each tenant to have a blade sign for each customer entry to
their space. Blade signs are permitted to have a width of 3 feet and height of 2 feet and 5
inches. The project is consistent with this provision in that it involves the installation of one
blade sign at each customer entry (2 total for tenant space #140), which will each measure 2
feet and 5 inches by 2 feet and 5 inches.
The business is located in the Railroad Building, which has ‘Anchor/Shop Tenant Signage’
allowances, as contained in the Master Sign Program. This allowance permits tenants to have
75 square feet of signage on their primary business elevation or 93.75 square feet for tenants,
who have more than one primary business elevation. No single sign is permitted to exceed 75
square feet. The project is consistent with this provision in that the signs will have a total sign
area of 63.2 square feet and will be split between the two business elevations. The proposed
signs are as follows:
1) Two wall signs (each at 3.2 square feet= 6.4 s.f.)  permitted under permit (2016-38),
consistent with Master Sign Program. Continuance of the external illumination is not
proposed.
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2) Two blade signs (each at 4.6 square feet= 9.2 s.f.)  permitted under permit (2016-38),
consistent with the Master Sign Program. Continuance of the external illumination is not
proposed.
3) One anchor tenant sign at 37.6 square feet.  consistent with the Master Sign Program
baring location, though proposed location seems appropriate due to the split frontage of
the tenant space.
4) Two awnings with letter signage (One 28 foot awning and one 18 foot awning each with
letter signage measuring 5 square feet= 10 s.f.)  not permitted under the current
Master Sign Program, will require an amendment.
The total sign area for the proposed signs is 63.2 square feet, well under the 93.75 square feet
permitted for a primary business with more than one business elevation. The two wall signs and
the two blade signs were approved as part of the June 2016 Administrative Permit 2016-38.
The anchor tenant sign is consistent with the permitted size limited by the Master Sign Program,
however the applicant is proposing to move the sign from its designated location envelope to a
new location located a few feet to the left. This will allow for the sign to be visible from both the
eastern and southern frontages.
The Barlow Master Sign Program does not state a specific limit for the number of signs
permitted; only square footage. The proposed square footage is well under the allowed total
sign area permitted for this tenant space. However, this project will require an amendment to
the current Master Sign Program to allow for the addition of the two awnings with letter signage
and to allow for the placement of the Anchor Tenant sign to be moved from its current
designated location envelope. In general, the proposed signage appears consistent with The
Barlow Master Sign Program for the Railroad Building. The proposed tenant blade signs, wall
signs and anchor tenant signs are all in conformance with the existing sign program
requirements regarding size and location (baring the placement of the anchor tenant sign). No
illumination is proposed for any of the signs.
Public Comment:
The Planning Department has not received any comments from the public as of writing this staff
report.
City Departmental Comment:
The Planning Department has not received any City departmental comments as of writing this
staff report.
Required Findings:
Design Review: Section 17.310.030.B.2 of the Zoning Ordinance establishes the following
Design Review Procedure: In considering an application for design review, the Design Review
Board, or the Planning Director, as the case may be, shall determine whether:
a) The design of the proposal would be compatible with the neighborhood or and with the
general visual character of Sebastopol.
b) The design provides appropriate transitions and relationships to adjacent properties and the
public right of way.
c) It would not impair the desirability of investment or occupation in the neighborhood,
d) The design is internally consistent and harmonious.
e) The design is in conformity with any guidelines and standards adopted pursuant to this
Chapter.
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Analysis:
The application involves the amendment of the approved master sign program for The Barlow to
allow for the Anchor Tenant sign to be moved from its designated envelope, and to allow for the
addition of two awnings with letter signage. The proposed amendments are reasonable and
appear to be compatible with the site.
The project involves the installation of 7 signs (4 replacement signs and 3 new signs) for the
Barlow Supply Co., which is located in the Light Industrial district of The Barlow. A Sign
Program amendment will be required to allow for the addition of two awnings (with signage
lettering located along the bottom) and an amendment to allow for the location of the Anchor
Tenant Sign to be moved from its originally allocated envelope along the eastern frontage, to
the new proposed location where the sign will be visible from both the eastern and southern
frontages. Planning staff feels that the placement of the Anchor Tenant Sign at the corner of the
building is justifiable based on the unique corner nature of the tenant space; the placement is
also justifiable in that the neighboring corner tenant, Zazu, has a hogs head sign placed at the
same location above their tenant space. The Board will need to determine if the addition of two
awnings are appropriate. While The Barlow itself does not contain numerous awnings, Vignette
has two awnings on its southern and eastern frontage. In addition to this the Downtown Core of
Sebastopol is well known for containing a number of awnings. The addition of these awnings
could help to better tie The Barlow to the Downtown Core.
Generally, the Board could find that the signs are appropriate for the site in that they will add
vibrant, well designed, cohesive signage to an Anchor Tenant location. The sign design is
reflective of the individual tenants business while also mimicking the overall sign design and
color scheme of The Barlow itself. The Board could also find the that the signs are compatible
with the neighborhood and general visual character of Sebastopol and The Barlow in that there
are several properties, which contain large wall signs, tenant blade signs, walls signs, and (in
the case of the Downtown Core) awnings.
The Board could find that the proposed amendment will allow for the addition of a unique anchor
tenant sign, and two awnings that will enhance the building, even allowing for the addition of an
outdoor seating area which is protected from the elements. The amendment will allow for
signage that is more consistent with the architecture the site in that the business faces two
street frontages.
Recommendation:
If it is the consensus of the Board that the proposed sign program amendments are compatible
with the site, staff recommends that the application be approved based on the facts, findings,
and analysis, and subject to the condition of approval set forth in this staff report.
Alternatively, the Board may find that revisions are necessary and a continuance is appropriate.
Staff recommends that the Board provide specific direction for redesign to the applicant in the
event of a continuance or rationale in the event of a denial.
Attachments:
The Barlow Master Sign Program
Master Planning Application
Recued Set of Plans
Full size set of Plans
2016-38 Approval Letter
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6770 McKinley Street: Suite 140
Two Replacement Double-Sided Blade Signs without Illumination
Two Replacement Wall Signs without Illumination
One Anchor Tenant Sign
Two awnings with letter signage
FINDINGS FOR APPROVAL
1. That the project is categorically exempt from the requirements of the California
Environmental Quality Act, pursuant to Section 15311, Class 11, in that it involves the
installation of multiple signs.
2. That the project is consistent with the applicable provisions of the Master Sign Program of
The Barlow in that, with the amendment, the signs are in compliance with allowable sign
dimensions and sign area.
3. That the design of the signs are compatible with the neighborhood and general visual
character of Sebastopol in that they are blade signs, wall signs and anchor tenant sign,
which are characteristic of several tenant signs in The Barlow and throughout the
community; and the addition of the awning signs is reflective of signage commonly found
within the Downtown Core.
4. That the design of the signs provide appropriate transitions and relationships to adjacent
properties and the public right-of-way in that the signs will be secured to the façade at a
height and location that will not obstruct the adjacent walkway, and the signs contain an
appropriate distance from abutting tenant spaces and signage.
5. That the signs will not impair the desirability of investment or occupation in the
neighborhood in that they will complement the façade of the existing structure and the signs
will be constructed of durable materials, which will prevent them from quickly falling into a
state of disrepair.
6. That the design of the signs are internally consistent and harmonious in that the signs
utilizes the same font, color, and graphic design elements; the design also connects the
tenant to overall Barlow color theme.
7. That the design is in conformity with the adopted Design Guidelines in that the signs
express the character of the business and the sign placement is also sensitive to building
elements in that they will be installed on blank portions of the façade or replacing existing
signs and will not obstruct windows or doorways.
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CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
1. This Sign Permit is valid for a period of two (2) years. However the applicant may request
one one-year extension of this approval from the Planning Director, pursuant to Zoning
Ordinance Section 17.250.050. If the sign installation does not occur within the designated
time frame, the approval will be considered null and void with no further action required on
the part of the City.
2. The sign installation shall be consistent with the application materials date-stamped: May
18, 2017. No other signs regulated by the Sign Ordinance shall be installed or displayed
without the prior written approval of the Planning Department.
3. The Barlow Master Sign Program is hereby amended to allow the tenant of 6770 McKinley
Street #140 to install and relocate an anchor tenant sign from its designated location
envelope to the corner of the tenant space, where ½ the sign can be viewed from both the
eastern and southern business frontages; and is hereby amended to add two awnings with
letter signage on the eastern and southern business frontages.
4. An Encroachment Permit may be required prior to sign installation. Please contact the
Engineering Department at (707) 823-2151, prior to installation, if work will be performed or
materials placed in the public right-of-way.
5. A Building Permit is required for the installation of most signs. Please contact the Building
and Safety Department for Building Permit application information at (707) 823-8597.
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